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7 of 7 review helpful If you like a book that keeps you turning the pages By Oren If you like a book that keeps you 
turning the pages and a good yarn about the US Navy in WW11 then you ll enjoy this book The second in the series 
thus book picks up Lt Harrison as he reports to his new boat the Sabertooth a fleet submarine He gets the cold shoulder 
because of his previous exploits in the first of the series but grad The second book in the popular Crash Dive series Lt 
Charlie Harrison survived the horrors of Rabaul and the midnight battle with the Mizukaze When he reports to the 
Sabertooth at Pearl he must contend with a crew that isn t quite welcoming and an officer protecting a dire secret 
While underway the captain reveals the submarine s mission travel to theJapanese occupied Philippines deliver 
supplies to the Filipinoguerillas This is adventure in the grand tradition high stakes on the high seas a gripping story 
that moves at frenetic pace without sacrificingcharacter or detail I read Silent Running in two sittings literally on the 
edge of my seat John Dixon au 
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